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Introduction
A scenery will be defined to be a function from Z to {O,1}. Let eand ebe two sceneries. We say that eand eare equivalent iff there exists a E Z and b E {-1, 1} such that for all x E Z we have that e(x) = e(a + bx). In this case we write e~e. In other words, two sceneries are equivalent iff they can be obtained from each other by shift and/or reflection around the origin. In everything that follows {S(k)h~o will be a simple random walk on Z starting at the origin. The question we are interested in is the following: given a scenery e which is unknown to us, can we "reconstruct" eif we are only given the scenery e seen along one path-realization of {S(k)h~o. Thus, does one path realization of the process {e(S(k))h~o uniquely determine e? The answer to the above question in those general terms is no. First, if eand eare equivalent, we can in general not know whether the observations come from eor from e. Second, it is clear that the reconstruction will in the best case work only almost surely. As a matter offact, ifthe random walk {S(k)h::::o would decide to walk only to the left (which it could do with probability zero), then we would have no information about the right side of the scenery eand thus not be able to reconstruct the scenery e. So the best we can hope for is a reconstruction algorithm which works almost surely. Eventually, Lindenstrauss in [12] has been able to exhibit sceneries which one can not reconstruct. However, it is possible to prove that a lot of typical sceneries can be reconstructed up to equivalence and almost surely. For this we take the scenery eto be itself the outcome of a random process which is independent of {S If yes, we say that it is possible to distinguish between the sceneries eand 1] by observing them along a path of {S(k)hEN. Otherwise, when it is not possible to figure out almost surely by observing {X (k)hEN alone whether {X (k)hEN is generated on e or on 1], we say that e and 1] are indistinguishable. The problem of distinguishing two sceneries was raised independently by 1. Benjamini and by den Hollander and Keane. The motivation came from problems in ergodic theory, such as the T, T-lproblem (see Kalikow [7] ) and from the study of various aspects of {e (S(k))}nEN' where {e(k)hEz is random. ( See Kesten and Spitzer in [9] , Keane and den Hollander in [8] , den Hollander in [3] ). Benjamini and Kesten showed in [1] that one can distinguish almost any two random sceneries even when the random walk is in Z2. (They assumed the sceneries to be random themselves, so that the e(k)'s and the 1](n)'s are LLd. Bernoulli.) Kesten in [10] proved that when the random sceneries are LLd. and have four colors, Le., eand ." : Z --t {O, 1, 2,3}, and differ only in one point, they can be a.s. distinguished. He asked whether this result might still hold with fewer colors. The main result of this paper directly implies that one can distinguish single defects in almost any scenery. In [14 ] , we proved for the three color case that one can a.s. reconstruct almost every three color scenery. We also established that this implies, that one can distinguish single defects for almost all three color sceneries. In the two color case, Le. in the case we consider in this paper, the same thing is true. This means that our result for scenery reconstruction implies that one can distinguish single defects in almost all sceneries. We state the following corollary to our main result without giving a proof. (The proof that our main result implies the following corollary is very similar to the one given in [14] for the three color case.) is the u-algebra induced by the canonical coordinates on:lm. Let P denote the probability measure on (:Im,u(:Im)) obtained by assuming that the~(i) 's are i.i.d. Bernoulli variables with parameter~. Then there exist a u(:Im)-measurable set S, such that P(S) = 1 and such that for ever scenery eE S and every scenery ." which is equal to eeverywhere except in one point, we have that~and." are distinguishable.
The above corollary says that there are many sceneries which one can distinguish or, in other words, that sceneries which are typical in a certain sense can be distinguished. However the above result becomes false if one tries to extend it to all pairs of sceneries which are not equivalent. Recently, Lindenstrauss [12] exhibited a non denumerable set of pairs of non-equivalent sceneries on Z which he proved to be indistinguishable. Before that, Howard proved in [4] , [5] and [6] that any two periodical sceneries of Z which are not equivalent modulo translation and reflection are distinguishable and that one can a.s. distinguish single defects in periodical sceneries. Kesten asked in [11] whether this result would still hold when the random walk would be allowed to jump. He also asked what would happen in the two dimensional case. Loewe and Matzinger in [13] have been able to prove that one can a.s. reconstruct almost every scenery up to equivalence in two dimensions, provided the scenery has a lot of colors. However the problem of the reconstruction of two color sceneries in Z seen along the random walk path of a recurrent random walk which is allowed to jump remains open. In our opinion, this is a central open problem at present. Eventually we should also mention that the two color scenery reconstruction problem for a scenery which is LLd. is equivalent to the following problem: let {R(k)hez and {S(k)h~o be two independent simple random walks on Z both starting at the origin and living on the same probability space. (Here we mean that {R(k)h~o and {R( -k)h>oare two independant simple random walks both starting at the origin.) Doesone path realization of the iterated random walk {R(S(k))h~o uniquely determines the path of {R(k)hez up to shift and reflection around the origin? If one takes the representation of the scenery eas a nearest neighbor walk (which we will define later) for {R(k)hEZ then it becomes immediately clear that the two problems are equivalent. We leave it to the reader to check the details. So the main result of this paper is equivalent to the following result for iterated nearest neighbor walks: one path realization of the iterated random walk {R(S(k))h~o a.s. uniquely determines the path of {R(k)hEZ up to shift and reflection around the origin. This is a discrete analogous of the result of Burdzy [2] concerning the path of iterated Brownian motion.
The reconstruction
We are going to prove our main theorem by explicitly describing a reconstruction algorithm. This means that the measurable function A : {D.l}N __ {D.l}Z from our main theorem will be described in terms of an algorithm, the socalled reconstruction algorithm. Thus, A(e 0 S) will denote the outcome of our reconstruction algorithm if we give it the observations eo S. Of course the input, eo S is infinite. So one may ask how an algorithm can process an infinite amount of data. We will see that our algorithm processes at each step only a finite amount of the data eo S, but as a limit when we let the algorithm work an infinite amount of time we get as output the infinite scenery A(e 0 S).
Our reconstruction algorithm works in two phases. First it reconstructs finite pieces of the scenery e. (Here e designates the path of the process {e(k)hEZ, Le. e: N --{D,l} is the scenery which we try to reconstruct). For each n E N the reconstruction algorithm reconstructs a finite piece of scenery. The "partial reconstruction algorithm at level n" will take care of reconstructing that finite piece of scenery. Once we have constructed this sequence of finite pieces of sceneries, the second phase of our reconstruction algorithm begins: we assemble our pieces. We use an assemblage rule to do this. We will show, that when we assemble all our pieces following our assemblage rule, we get almost surely a scenery which is equivalent to e. Let us now first start by describing the second phase of our algorithm, that is the assemblage phase.
Assembling pieces of sceneries
We first need some definitions. We define a piece of scenery to be a function from an integer interval to Z. By integer interval we mean the intersection between a real interval and Z. We say that two pieces of sceneries <p : D --{D, I} and <p : Jj --{D, I} are equivalent iff there exists a E Z and b E {-I, I} such that a+bD = Jj and for all kED, we have that rp(k) = <p(a+bk). In other words, two pieces of sceneries are equivalent iff they can be obtained from one another by shift and/or reflection. For the assemblage rule, we suppose that we are given a sequence of pieces of sceneries which we denote bye: Dl --{D,l},e : D2 __ {D,l}, ...,e n : Dn __ {D,l},.... Our assemblage will produce another sequence of sceneries~, f, ...,en : Jjn --{D, I}, ... obtained by shifting and reflecting the pieces of sceneries~n. Thus for each n, (n is obtained from n by shift and reflection, which means that~n and (n are equivalent. The end product of our assemblage is the scenery obtained by taking the pointwise limit of the pieces of sceneries (n. We will denote this limit if it exists by (. (By pointwise limit of the (n 's, we mean (k) : = limn_oo~n(k) for all k E Z if this limit is well defined. For this limit to be well defined, we require that for each given k E Z we have that for all but a finite number of n's, k E [)n and limn_oo~n(k) exists when we take the sequence n --+~n(k) for those n's for which~n(k) is well defined.) If the pointwise limit is not well defined, then we let the assemblage algorithm break down. In the case of a break down, it is not important how ( gets defined. The rule for the assemblage goes as follows:
proceed inductively on n. Once (n is well defined, choose any piece of scenery which coincides on an interval of length n with (n and which is equivalent tõ n+l . Call that piece of scenery (n+l. If this is not possible, that is if there exists no piece of scenery which is equivalent to~n+l and coincides with (n on an interval of length n, then define (n+l to be equal to~n+l. Let us at this stage describe this assemblage algorithm in a more formal way: The next step is to show that our assemblage rule works when it is given the right input. For this purpose let us assume that the sequence of pieces of sceneries e,e, ...,~n, ... which we will give to the assemblage algorithm as input, is such that all the pieces of sceneries~n live on the same probability space as e (and thus these pieces of sceneries are random pieces of sceneries.) Let En be the event that there exists an interval In (may be random) such that~n is equivalent to~IIn and such that [-n,n] ere [_n 3 ,n 3 ]. (Here, elIndesignates the restriction of e to In. This means that~IIn designates a piece of scenery. From now on, we will write flA for the restriction of the function f to the set A. Also [a, b] will denote an integer interval, i.e. the intersection between the real interval [a, b] and Z.) By saying that the assemblage algorithm gets right input, we mean that En holds for all but a finite number of n's for the input of the assemblage algorithm. Let Eo designate the event that within the integer interval [-(n + 1)3, (n + 1)3], there are no two different pieces of e of length n which are equivalent to each other. More precisely Eo is defined as follows:
are such that lil -i 2 1, li 3 -i 4 1= n and such that for all k E 0,1, ..., n, we have that e(il + k(i2 -id/li2 -ill) =~(i3 + k(i4 -i3)/li4 -i31), then it = i3 and h =i4.}. It is clear, that iffor all n but a finite number, En an Eo both hold, then the assemblage rule will produce a scenery equivalent to e(in case it is given e,e,...,e-" ... as input.). As a matter of fact since~is defined as a limit, it does not depend on a finite number of~n,s. Furthermore for those n's for which both En and Eo hold, our assemblage rule puts~nand~n+l in the "right relative position to each other". We leave it to the reader to check this more in detail. Next we are going to show that almost surely Eo holds for all n but a finite number of n's. This proves then, that our assemblage algorithm produces a.s. a piece of scenery equivalent to e, as long as it is given correct input, Le. as long as En holds for all but a finite number of n's.
Lemma 4
The probability of the complement of Eo is finitely summable over n.
In other words: if Eoc designates the complement of Eo, then L:~=1 P(E(jC) < 00. Thus, a.s., Eo holds for all but a finite number of n's.
Proof. Let i 1 ,i 2 ,ig,i4 E [-(n+ 1)3, (n+ 1)3] be non-random integer numbers such that IiI -i21 = nand lig -i 4 1= n and such that (it, h) =F (i3, i4). Then there exists a set K C {O, 1, ...,n} of cardinality Ln/2J such that such that
.., n})~0.5 Ln/2J. However, there are at most (2n + 3)12 quadruples (i l ,i2,i 3 ,i 4 ) such that i1>i 2 ,i 3 ,i 4 E [-(n + 1)3,(n + 1)3]. This implies that P(EoC)~(2n + 3)12 X 0.5 Ln/2J. The expression on the right side of the previous inequality is finitely summable over n and thus L:~=l P(E{;c) < 00 .
•
Since, Eo holds a.s. for all but a finite number of n's, we have reduced the problem of reconstructing eto the problem of constructing a sequence of pieces of sceneries e,e, ...,en, ... for which En holds for all n but a finite number. In the next section we are going to define for each n, the so called, partial reconstruction algorithm at level n. The partial reconstruction algorithm at level n produces as output the piece of scenery en. With the partial reconstruction algorithms at the different levels we will construct the sequence of pieces of sceneries e, e, ...,en, ... which we will then assemble in order to get a scenery equivalent to e. Thus, en will denote the piece of scenery, which is the outcome of the partial reconstruction algorithm at level n. The scenery which we obtain as a limit by applying the assemblage algorithm to the sequence of pieces of sceneries en will be denoted by~. To prove that one can reconstruct ea.s. and up to equivalence, that to prove our main theorem it remains to define the partial reconstruction algorithm at level n and to prove that for all but a finite number of n's, there exists an integer interval (maybe random) In such that en is equivalent to elIn where [-n, n] C In C [-n 3 , n 3 ]. .
Partial reconstruction algorithm at level n
We are now going to explain the partial reconstruction algorithm at level n. As mentioned already, the outcome of the partial reconstruction algorithm at level n is a piece of scenery denoted by en. The goal of the reconstruction algorithm at level n is, by using only the observations eo S : k 1---+ e(S(k)) N --+ {O, I} as input, to construct a piece of scenery which, with high probability, is going to be equivalent to the restriction of e to an interval of length order n around the origin. More precisely, let En be the event that there exists an interval jfI.
(may be random) such that en is equivalent to elIn and such that [-n, n] C In C [-n 3 ,n 3 ]. We are going to prove that the probability of the event of
En is close to 1, in the sense that the probability of the complements of En is finitely summable over n. Let us first explain in a informal way the main ideas behind the partial reconstruction algorithm at level n. Assume for a moment that the scenery e, instead of being a two color scenery, would be a four color scenery, Le. e: z --+ {O, 1,2, 3}. Let us imagine furthermore, that for two integers x, y we have e(x) = 2 and e(y) = 3, but outside x and y the scenery has everywhere color 0 or 1. Then, we could reconstruct the portion of the scenery e lying between x and y. As a matter offact, since the random walk {S(k)h~o is recurrent it would a.s. go at least once, (and hence infinitely often,) in the shortest possible way from the point x to the point y. Since we are given the "infinite observations" eo S we can know what the distance between x and y is. As a matter of fact the distance between x and y is the shortest time laps that a 3 will ever appear in the observations eo S after a 2. Thus, we can observe all these shortest passages by {S(k)h~o from x to y because they correspond exactly to the times in the observations where the color 3 appears shortest after color 2. But when the random walk {S(k)h>o goes in a shortest possible way from x to y it goes in a straight way which means that between the time it is at x and until it reaches color y it only moves in one direction (when it performs a straight crossing). During that time, the random walk {S(k)h~o reveals the portion of e lying between x and y. More precisely, ifthe couple of integers tIh ,where e(S(tt}) = 2 and e(S(h)) = 3 with t2 > tl , minimizes It2 -tIl under the condition that e(S(ft)) = 2 and e(S(t2)) = 3, then the piece of scenery obtained by restricting the scenery e to the interval [min{x,y},max{x,y}] is equivalent to the observations e 0 S restricted to the integer interval [tI, t2]' (Recall that we observe e 0 S: k 1---+ e(S(k)) N --+ {O, I}).
The main difficulty we have to deal with is that the scenery e does not have two extra colors but has only the colors 0 and 1. So instead ofthe two colors 2 and 3, we will have to use certain patterns in the observations which are likely to appear when the random walk {S(k)h~o is in one specific place in the scenery. We will then look for a shortest time for a pattern A to appear after a pattern B in the observations. During such a shortest time interval, we will assume that the observations e 0 S are a copy of a piece of the scenery e between the point where the random walk reads the pattern A and the place where it reads the pattern B. There will mainly be four difficulties: a) if x and y designate the approximate locations in the scenery which generate the patterns A and B, then we want x and y to be on opposite sides of O. As a matter of fact, for En to hold, we need to reconstruct the scenerye on a interval containing [-n, n]. (Note, that since the scenery is assumed to be LLd., saying that we reconstruct a finite piece of e without mentioning where that finite piece is located doesn't make sense: every finite piece occurs a.s. up to translation infinitely often in the scenery~. Thus, it is essential to have some control over where that reconstructed piece is located.) b) Ixl and Iyl must both be between n and n 3 • c) Because the~(k)/S are Li.d., every finite piece of~will appear infinitely often up to translation in~. Thus, if at a point x,~is likely to generate a certain pattern in the observations (when{S(k)h~o is at x), then there will be infinitely many places in the scenery likely to produce that same finite pattern. Thus, we need the other places in the scenery which are likely to generate the patterns A and B, to be really far away, so that we first get a straight crossing between x an y before {S(k)h~o goes to an other spot likely to generate the same pattern in the observations. This will in general not succeed, so we will use a third pattern C, and only look at when the patterns A and B occur not to long after we observed C. C will be taken such that the next time a spot in the scenery occurs likely to generate the pattern C in the observations is really far away from the points x and y. Furthermore in a certain vicinity of C there will only be the places x and y which are likely to generate the patterns A and B.
Let us now explain what these patterns are. We first need the following definitions. Let D be an integer interval. Then we call a function T from D to Z a nearest neighbor walk, iff for each x,y E D with Ixyl = 1, we have that IT(x) -T(y)1 = 1. In other words, a nearest neighbor walk represents a movement in integer time on the integers, such that each time unit, it crosses an unit interval, Le. each unit time interval we go one unit to the left or one unit to the right. (For example, the path S of {S(k)h~o is a.s. a nearest neighbor walk.) Let cp : Z --+ {O, I} be one of the four possible 4-periodic sceneries, where the period is 0011. Then, this scenery cp has a very particular property. Each point in the scenery cp has its two neighboring points (to the left and to the right at distance one), such that one of the neighboring points has color 1 and the other has color O. This has some very important consequences: Let 2 ] be an integer interval, then for each color record X : D --+ {O, I}, there exists one and only one nearest neighbor walk T generating the sequence X on cp, Le. such that cp 0 T = X and starting in a specific point, Le. such that T(d 1 ) is given.. (We also need to make sure that the nearest neighbor walk starts at a point with the right color, Le. the point T(d 1 ) where T starts must be chosen such that cp 0 T(dt} = X(dt}). Furthermore, very much unlike other sceneries, cp has the property, that once we know the position of a nearest neighbor walk T at one point in time and the observations cp 0 T the nearest neighbor walk produces on the scenery cp, we can immediately reconstruct the nearest neighbor walk T. As a matter of fact, we can proceed inductively on the time: If at time t we know where the nearest neighbor walk T is, then at time t + 1 it must be either one to the right or one to the left from where it was at time t. Among these to possible points for the position of T at time t +lone has color 1 and one has color O. Thus, by looking at the color record produced by T on cp, we see the color observed at time t + 1 and thus known on which of the two possible points T is at time t + 1. We are now going to define the representation of the scenery eas a nearest neighbor walk R using what we have explained above about the four periodic sceneries with period 0011. Basically the nearest neighbor walk R which represents the scenery eis simply the only nearest neighbor walk generating eon the periodic scenery <p and starting at the origin. However if R is to start at the origin we need <p(o) = e(O). We will thus define two periodical sceneries <po and <pI having both same period 0011, but one of them being for the case e(O) =°and the other being for the case e(O) = 1. This is done in the following way: Let <po , <pI : Z ---+ {a, I} be two sceneries both with period 0011 and such that (<p°(0),<p°(1),<p° (2) ,<p°(3)) = (0,0,1,1) and (<p1(0),<p1(1),<p1(2),<p1(3)) = (1,1,0,0). Let <p be the random scenery which is equal to <po when e(O) =°and equal to <pI when e(O) = 1. Note at this stage, that <p is only random to the extent that e(O) is. However, when we know the observations eo S we also know e(O). (This is so, because e(O) = e(S(O)), since the random walk {S(k)h~o starts at the origin.) Thus, when we have the observations e0 S, we also know whether <p = <po or <p = <pl.
Let R : Z ---+ Z be defined to be the only nearest neighbor walk starting at the origin and generating eon <p. This means that we request that R(O) =°and that for all k E Z we have <p(R(k)) = e(k).
How can we now use the just defined representation of the scenery eas a nearest neighbor walk to reconstruct e? When we are given the observations eo S we don't know R a priori. However, the iterated nearest random walk R 0 S : k 1---+ R(S(k)) N ---+ Z is well known to us if we have the observations eoS. ( We leave it to the reader to check that R 0 S is indeed a nearest neighbor walk.) As a matter of fact, since composition of functions is associative, we get <p 0 (R 0 S) = (<p 0 R) 0 S = eo S. Now, the expression on the left side of the previous equation is the observations produced by the nearest neighbor walk R 0 S on the scenery <p, whilst the expression on the left are the observations we are given as input to reconstruct the scenery eand which are thus known to us. Thus the previous equation means that the nearest neighbor walk R 0 S generates the observations e0 S on the scenery <p. Now the nearest neighbor walk R 0 S starts at the origin and we also know whether <p = <po or <p = <pl. But, we saw that a nearest neighbor walk is uniquely determined once we know where it starts and the observations it produces on the periodic scenery <po or <pl.
Thus, since we know eo s, we also know Ro S. So we can from now on assume that RoS is known to us and use RoS for our partial reconstruction algorithms. To explain how we can use R 0 S for our partial reconstruction algorithms we will need a few definitions. Let T: D ---+ Z be a nearest neighbor walk. Let tl, t2 E D be two integer numbers and let Xl, X2 E Z be two integer numbers different from each other. Then, we call (tl, t2) a crossing by T of (Xl,X2) iff (T(tI),T(t2)) = (Xl,X2) and for all integer t strictly between tl an t2, we have that T(t) is strictly between Xl and X2. If t2 > tl we say that the crossing
we say that the crossing (tl' h) is straight. Note that a crossing corresponds to going from a point Xl to a point X2 such that we leave the point Xl immediately after we were there and then don't go back to Xl before we haven't arrived in X2. The straight crossing corresponds to the idea of going from a point Xl to a point X2 in a shortest possible way, Le. going from a point Xl to a point X2 without going back and forth but walking only in one direction between Xl and X2. Let (t l , t2) be a crossing by T of (XI,X2) and (ta, t4) be a crossing by T of (Xa,X4). Then, we say that (ta, t 4 ) is the first crossing by T of (Xa,X4) during (tI, t2) iff ts, t4 E [min{tl,t2},max{tI,t2}] and (ta, t4) is the crossing by T of (Xa,X4) which lies in [min{tI,t2},max{tl,t2}] (Le. ta, t4 E [min{tl,t2},max{h,t2}]) and is closest to tl. (Note, that this definition makes sense, because the different crossings (tai, t4i) by a nearest random walk T of an interval (XS,X4) have their intervals [min(tsi, t4i), max(tai, t4i)] mutually disjoint. Thus it makes sense to speak ofthe crossing by T of (xa, X4) which lies in [min{tl, t2}, max{tI, t2}] and is closest to tl.) The idea behind the first crossing is simple. When we follow the path of T from tl to t2 and by doing so cross for the first time from Xa to X4, then we are at the so called first crossing by T of (XS,X4) during (tl' t2)' Next we are going to state the main properties about iterated nearest neighbor walks. We leave the proof to the reader.
Lemma 5 Let Ta : Da -Db and Tb : Db -Z be two nearest neighbor walks. (t2)) is a crossing by Tb of (YI, Y2). Furthermore, (tI, t2) is a straight crossing by Tb 0 T a of (YI, Y2) iff (tl, t2) is a straight crossing by T a and (T a (tl), T a (t2)) is a straight crossing by Tb of (YI,Y2). Eventually, let (Ya,Y4) be a couple of integer numbers, then (ta, t4) is the first crossing by T b 0 T a of (Ya, Y4) during (tl,t2) iff (tS,t4) is the first crossing by T a of (T a (ta),T a (t4)) during (tl' t2) and (Ta(ts), Ta(t4)) is the first crossing by n of (Ya, Y4) during (Ta(td, Ta(t2))'
t2) is a crossing by TboTa of(YI' Y2) iff (tl' t2) is a crossing by T a of a crossing by T b of (YI, Y2). In other words (tI, t2) is a crossing by Tb0 T a of (YI, Y2), iff (tl, t2) is a crossing by T a and (Ta(td, Ta
How can we now use this lemma for our reconstruction purposes? Let us imagine that (YI, Y2) and (Ya, Y4) are both such that R crosses each one of them only once and that Y2 and Ys lie between YI and Y4, that is Y2, Ys E [min{yI, Y4}, max{YI, Y4}]. (This is a.s. never going to be the case, because R is "recurrent. We just use this assumption for pedagogical purposes at this stage.) Let (Xl, X2) designate the only crossing by R of (YI,Y2) and let (xa, X4) be the only crossing by R of (Ys, Y4). Then, we could reconstruct almost surely and up to equivalence the piece of scenery obtained by restricting the scenery eto the interval between YI and Y4, Le. we could reconstruct up to equivalence the piece ofsceneryel[min {YI, Y4}, max {YI, Y4}]' As a matter offact, by lemma 5, when we observe a crossing (tI, t2) by R 0 S of (YI, Y2), we know that this crossing is also a crossing by S of a crossing by R of (YI, Y2)' However, we assumed that there is only one crossing (Xl, X2) by R of (YI, Y2), and thus the crossing (tI, t2) by S must be a crossing by S ofthe crossing (XI, X2). Thus, in this case, whenever we observe a crossing (tl, t2) by Ro S of (YI, Y2), we know where Sis:
S(td = Xl and S(t2) = X2. The same holds true of course for (YS,Y4). Now, when the random walk S goes from Xl to X4 in a shortest possible way, Le. in a straight way, it will first cross (XI, X2) and then (xs, X4). Thus, S produces, by going from Xl to X4 at shortest possible time from each other, a crossing by Ro8 of (YI, Y2) followed by a crossing by R 0 8 of (Ys, Y4). These crossings appear in the shortest possible time after each other. Thus, in order to reconstruct el[min {YI,Y4},max {YI,Y4}], we simply need to take a crossing (tI,t2) by R 08 of (YI, Y2) and a crossing (ts, t4) by R 0 8 of (Ys, Y4) minimizing It1 -t41·
If It1-t4\ is minimal, then the observations eo 8 restricted to the time between tl and t4 are a piece of scenery equivalent to el[min {YI,Y4},max {YI,yd]. (Because then, during time tl to t4, the random walk goes from Xl to X4 in a straight way, thus revealing in the observations during that time, the piece of e comprised between the points Xl and X4.) Now, the problem is that {R(k)hEZ is recurrent and thus the above described reconstruction method doesn't work.
(As a matter offact, {R(k)hEZ is a simple random walk starting at the origin as one can easily check.) Thus, all the pairs ofintegers (YI,Y2) will get crossed by {R(k)hEZ infinitely often a.s. Thus, if we observe different crossing by Ro8 of (YI, Y2) we can no longer be sure that as crossing by 8, they are on the"same spot". Rather, these crossings by R 0 8 of (YI, Y2) can be crossings by 8 of different crossings by R of (YI,Y2). In order to still be able to find out when "8 is at the same spot", we need to be able to recognize when two crossings by R 0 8 of the same (YI, Y2) are also crossings by 8 of the same crossing by R and when they are not. In order to achieve this goal, we are going to introduce a statistical test. This statistical test will be called "Test for two crossings by R 0 8 to be crossings by 8 of the same place". Let YI, Y2 be two integers lying on the same side of 0 and such that IYI -Y21 = 3n. Then, we define for i = 1,2, ..., n the i-th three unit interval of (YI, Y2) to be equal to the ordered couple ofinteger points (YI +3(i-l)(Y2 -yd/IY2 -YII, YI +3i(Y2 -yd/IY2 -YII). In other words, we partition (YI, Y2) in n oriented integer intervals of length 3 having same orientation as (YI, Y2). Let (tI, t2) be a crossing by a nearest neighbor walk T of (YI, Y2). (Again we assume that IYI-Y21 = 3n.) We define the "associated word ofthe crossing (tI, t2) by T" to be the binary word w = (w(I), ... ,w(i), ...,w(n)) with n bits such that w(i) = 1 if the first crossing of the i-th three unit interval of (YI, Y2) by T during (tI, t2) is straight and w(i) = 0 otherwise. Thus, the binary word associated with a crossing records which of the three unit intervals (of the couple(YI, Y2) which gets crossed), gets crossed for the first time during the crossing in a straight way and which don't.
Test for two crossings by R 0 S to be crossings by 8 of the same place Let YI, Y2 be two integers such that IYI -Y21 = 3n. Let (h, t2) be a crossing by R 0 S of (YI,Y2) having associated binary word w = (w(I), ..., w(i), ..., w(n)).
Let (fI, t2) be another crossing by R 0 8 of (YI, Y2)
having associated binary word w = (w(I), ... , w(i), ..., w(n)). We What is now the distribution of the test statistic L~=l w(i) xw(i) under each of the two hypothesis? To be able to answer that question precisely, we are going to introduce a numeration of the crossings. (This is a relatively important point, since if we introduce the wrong numeration we get extremely complicated distributions for the associated words.) Let Yl and Y2 be two integers different from each other. Let T : D --+ Z be a nearest neighbor walk. Then, for i > 0, we call i-th crossing by T of (Yb Y2) , the i-th crossing (tli, t2i) by T of (Yb Y2) after 0 ( if it exists). This means that (tli, t2i) is the crossing by T of (Yl' Y2) such that tli, t2i > 0 and there are exactly i -1 crossings (tlj, t2j) by T of (YbY2) such that tlj,t2j E [0,min{tli,t2i}]. For i < 0, we call i-th crossing by T of (Yl,Y2) (if it exists), the last lil-th crossing (tli,t2i) by T of (Yl,Y2) before zero. This means that (tli, t2i) is the i-th crossing by T of (Yb Y2) iff it is a crossing by T of (Yb Y2) such that tli, t2i < 0 and there are exactly i -1 crossings (tlj,t2j) by T of (YbY2) with tlj,t2j E [max{tli,t2i}, 0]. If there exists a crossing {tlO, t20} by T of (Yl' Y2) containing 0 in its interval, Le. such that 0 E [min {tlo,t2o},max {tlO,t20}], then we call that crossing {tlO,t20}, the Q-th crossing by T of (Yb Y2). (Note, that the different crossings (tli, t2i) by T of (YbY2) have their intervals [min{tli,b},max{tli,b}] disjoint from each other. Thus, it is always possible to introduce a strict order on the crossing by T of (Yb Y2), in the way defined above and thus the above definitions makes sense.) Now, whenever we have a collection of integer couples (Yll' Y21) . with I E L such that the different intervals {T(k)hED is a simple random walk starting at the origin.) To see this, note that on an interval (Yll' Y21) of length 3 for each odd number j bigger or equal to three, there is exactly one path of length j starting at Yll at time 0 and arriving at time j at Y21, in such a way that between time 0 and time j it never goes back to Yll. The probability to follow a given path of length j with a simple random walk is (!)j. Thus the probability for the i-th crossing of (Yll' Y21) where IYll -Y211 = 3 by a simple random walk to be straight, is equal
two independent random walks starting both at the origin. As before, let Yb Y2 be two integers such that IYl -Y21 = 3n. Let (h, t2) be a crossing by R 0 S of (Yl,Y2) having associated binary word w = (w(l), ...,w(i), ...,w(n».
Let (tb t2) be another crossing by R 0 S of (Yb Y2) having associated binary word w = (w(l), ..., w(i), ..., w(n». We can now apply what we explained for a simple random walk T to S and get:
Case I: when (S(tt}, S(t2)) = (S(fd, S(£2)). By lemma 5, w(i) , w(i) = 1 iff the first crossing (Xli,X2i) by R during (S(tt},S(t2) ) of the i-th three unit interval of (Yl,Y2) is straight and the first crossings by S of (Xli,X2i) during (tl,t2) and during (£1'£2) are both straight Since, the probability of a crossing by a simple random walk of a three unit interval to be straight is equal to i and since, the processes {R(k)hEZ and {S(k)hEN are both simple random walks independent of each other, we get in the case (S(tt},S(t2)) = (S(£t}, S(£2)) that P(w(i) x w(i) = 1) is equal to (~)3. Furthermore, because of the strong Markov property of the simple random walk, we get that the different w(i) x w(i)'s given that (S(tt}, S(t2)) = (S(£t}, S(£2)), are independent of each other. Thus, in case I, our test statistic L:~=1 w(i) xw(i) has a binomial distribution with parameters n and (~)3.
Case II: when (S(tt}, S(t2)) =F (S(li), S(£2)).
By our lemma, w(i) , w(i) = 1 iff the first crossings (Xli,X2i) ,resp. (Xli,X2i)
by R during (S(tt}, S(t2)) resp. during (S(£t}, S(£2)) of the i-th three unit interval of (YI,Y2) are both straight and the first crossings by S of (Xli,X2i) , resp. (Xli,X2d during (tl,t2) resp. during (£1,£2) are both straight. Since, the probability for a crossing by a simple random walk of a three unit interval to be straight is equal to~and since, the processes {R(k)hEZ and {S(k)hEN are both simple random walks independent of each other, we get in the case
thermore, because of the strong Markov property of the simple random walk, we get that the different w(i) x w(i)'s given that (S(tt}, S(t2)) = (S(£t}, S(£2))' are independent of each other. Thus in case II, our test statistic has a binomial distribution with parameters n and (~)4. Note that the test defined above has its error of first type and second type both exponentially small in n. (Large deviation principle.) Thus there exists a positive constant c not depending on n, such that in both cases, the probability of an error by our test is smaller than e-cn • We are next going to formulate this in a lemma.
Lemma 6 Let Yl, Y2 be two integers lying on the same side of zero and such
that IYl-Y21 = 3n. Let 1 and k be two integers different from zero and let i and j be two natural numbers.
Let w = (w(l), ... ,w(s), ...,w(n)) be the characteristic word associated with the crossing by R 0 S of (YI, Y2) which is equal to the i-th crossing by S of the l-th crossing by R of (YI,Y2)' Let w = (w(l), ...,w(s), ...,w(n)) be the characteristic word associated with the crossing by R 0 S of (YI, Y2) which is the j -th crossing by S of the k-th crossing by R of (yI,Y2). Then, if 1= k, we have thatL::=1 w(s) xw(s) has a binomial distribution with parameter nand ( where c is a positive constant not depending on n.
We will now need the following definitions. Let (x~+ ,x~+) designate the first crossing after zero by R of (0,3n) or of (0,-3n) which ever of the two comes first after zero. Thus, if (x~:, x~:) designates the first crossing after zero by R of (0,3n) whilst (x~:,x~:) designate the fist crossing after°by R of(O, -3n), then, when x~: < x~:, we have (x~+, x~+) is equal to (x~:,x~:) whilst otherwise (x~+, x~+) is equal to (x~:, x;:). This means that x~+ is the first hitting time by {8(k)hEO on {-3n,3n}. In a similar way, let (x~-, x~-) designate the last crossing before zero by R of (0, 3n) or of (0, -3n) which ever of the two comes last before zero. Because R is a nearest neighbor walk starting at the origin we get that [-n, n] C [x~-, x~+]. Furthermore, the probability for the first hitting time by a simple random walk starting at the origin at {-3n, 3n} to be bigger than n 3 is exponentially small in n. We already saw that x~+ is the first hitting time of R on {-3n, 3n} after zero. Furthermore, x;is the first hitting time of the reversed random walk k 1--+ R(-k) on {-3n, 3n} after zero. Thus with high probability [x~-,x;+] C [-n 3 ,n 3 ]. Now, recall that we want our partial reconstruction algorithm at level n to reconstruct a piece of the scenery ewhich is the restriction of eto an interval containing [-n, n] and contained in [-n 3 , n 3 ]. Thus, if we could reconstruct ebetween the point x~and the point x;+, we would in most cases meet the requirement which we put on our partial reconstruction algorithm at level n. Now, our partial reconstruction algorithm at level n will try to find a straight crossing by 8 of (x~-, x~+). During such a crossing the observations e0 8 are a copy of the piece of scenery eI[x~-,x~+]. Thus, if we could construct an algorithm capable of finding with high enough probability a straight crossing by 8 of (x;-, x;+) , our problem would be solved (i.e. the problem for the partial reconstruction algorithm at level n.) Let now (t~+,t;+), resp.(t~-,t;-) designate the first crossing by 8 of (x~+ , x~+), resp. (x~-, x~-) . If t~+ < t~then define (ti ,t 2 ) be equal to (t~+, t~+) and define (t3', t'4) to be equal to (tr-, t;-). If t~+ > trthen define (ti ,t 2 ) be equal to (tr-, t~-) and define (t3', t'4) to be equal to (t~+, t;+). Now we saw that crossings of pairs with disjoint intervals have their interval disjoint too. This means that all the crossings (Xii' X2i) by R of (0, 3n) or of (0, -3n) which are different from (xr+, x~+) and from (xr-, x~-) must be outside [x~-, x~+], i.e. Xii' X 2 i ¢. ]x~-, x~+ [. Now 8 starts at the origin and thus 8(0) E [xr-, xr+]. So, the first time 8 crosses a crossing by R of (0,3n) or of (0, -3n) it must necessarily be a crossing by 8 of (x~+, x;+) or of (x~-,x;-). Let us call (Xi,X2) the one crossing of the two (x~+,x~+) or of (xr-, x;-) which gets first crossed by 8. As a matter of fact, when 8 is at [x~-, x~+] for 8 to get to another crossing by R of (0, 3n) or of (0, -3n), 8 must first cross (xr+, x~+) or (x~-, x~-) in order to reach another crossing by R of (0,3n) or of (0, -3n). By lemma 5, the first time 8 crosses a crossing by R of either (0,3n) or (0, -3n), this is also the first crossing by R 0 8 of either (0,3n) or (0, -3n). Thus we get the following characterization of the crossing (ti ,t 2 ): (ti ,t 2 ) is the first crossing by R 08 of either (0, n) or (0, -n) which ever of the two (0,3n) or (0, -3n) gets crossed first by Ro 8. (Note that (xi,x 2 ) was defined in such a way that (8(tt},8(t2)) = (xi,x 2 ).) Thus we can construct (ti ,t 2 ) if we have R 08. On the other hand, we can use our test for two crossings by R 0 S to be on the same place, in order to try to find (t '3, t'4) . As a matter of fact (t a ,t' 4) can be characterized as using the following idea: after a positive crossing by S of (S(t'2 ), S(tf )) = (x'2,xf) we have that S is at the point xf. So from there on the first time S will cross again a crossing by R of (0,3n) or (0, -3n) ( that is the first time after that time when S is at xf that we observe a crossing by R 0 S of (0, 3n) or (0, -3n) ) it will either be that S crosses (x~+, x~+) or (x~-, x~-). This gives us the following characterization of (t '3,t'4) : the first time that after a positive crossing by S of (x'2,xf) the next crossing by S of (x~+,x~+) or (x~-,x~-) is not a crossing by S of (xf,x'2), (Le. it is a crossing by S of the one (x~+ ,x~+) or (x~-,x~-) which is different from (xf, x2'))' Because of lemma 5 this characterization is equivalent to the following: (t'3, t'4) is the first crossing (s, t) s < t, by Ro S of (0, 3n) or (0, -3n) for which the following holds: the last crossing by R 0 S of (3n,0) or (-3n, 0) before that crossing, Le. before time s, is a positive crossing by S of (x'2,xf) and (s,t) is not a crossing by S of (x'2,xf). (Thus,it is a crossing by S of the one (x~+,x~+) or (x~-,x~-) which is different from (xf,x2')') Now we can use the above characterization of (t'3, t'4) to determine (t'3, t'4) using our test for crossings. As a matter of fact, with our test for a crossing by R 0 S to be a crossing by S on the same place, we can with high probability find out whether a crossing by R 0 S of (0,3n) and of (0, -3n) are also crossings by S of (xf,x2') or not. (This is so because we know that (tf , t2' ) is a crossing by S of (xf, x2'). Thus we can compare other crossings by RoS of (0,3n) and of (0, -3n) with the crossing (tf , t2' ) by R 0 S using our test for crossings.) Thus we will proceed as follows in order to get an estimate (£'3, £' 4) for (t a ,t' 4). We take the first positive crossing by R 0 S of (0, 3n) or (0, -3n) which our test identifies as not being a crossing by S of (xf,x2') but such that the last crossing by Ro S of (O,3n) or (0, -3n) before £' 3 is identified by our test for crossings to be a positive crossing by S of (x2', xf). We explained how our partial reconstruction algorithm finds (tf , t'2 ) and how it can with high probability find (t '3, t'4) .
Let us go on with our informal discussion of the partial reconstruction algorithm at level n. The next step for our partial reconstruction algorithm at level n will be to try to find a straight crossing by S of (S(t2' ),S(t'4 )). (Note that {S(t2' ),S(t'4)} = {x2'+,x2'-}. We already saw that in most cases, if we are able to determine a straight crossing by S of (x~+ , x~-) then we have solved the problem which we ask the partial reconstruction algorithm at level n to solve.) The idea which comes first to mind now for finding such a straight crossing by S, would be to use our test in order to find a crossing by S of (x2' , xf) followed in minimal time by a crossing by S of (x '3,x'4) . Here (x'3, 
x'4) = (S(t'3),S(t'4)).
In this simple setting this doesn't quite work. As a matter of fact, the distance between the points S(t2' ) and S(t'4 ) is typically of order n 2 • The probability for a simple random walk to cross an interval of length n 2 in a straight way is negatively exponentially small in n 2 • Thus we need about exp(n 2 ) crossings by S of (S(t2' ), S(t'4 )) = (x2' ,x'4) before we get a straight one. However our test to test whether a crossing by R 0 S is also a crossing by S of (S(tf ),S(t2' )) has a negative exponential probability of making a mistake. Thus, if we apply that test e n2 times, many mistake will happen. So before we will be able to identify a straight crossing by S of (x2',x'4) our test will have made a mistake. This problem can be fixed in the following way. On top of the crossings by R 0 S of (0,3n) and (0, -3n) we will also look at the crossings by R 0 S of (0,3n 5 ) and (0, -3n 5 ). These crossings by R 0 S of (0,3n 5 ) and (0, -3n 5 ) will onll be used to be able to find a lot of returns of S close to the origin. Let (tf ,t2'5) be the first crossing by R 0 S of (0, 3n 5 ) or of (0, -3n 5 ) which ever of the two gets crossed first. Thanks to our test we can with high probability find approximatelye n5 crossings by S of (S(tf 5 ), S(t2'5 )) before making a mistake. This is more then needed to get with high probability an interval of length n 2 to get crossed by S in a straight way shortly after one of these e n5 crossings. We will thus restrict our attention to the crossings by R 0 S of either (0,3n) or (0, -3n) which appear within time n 25 from a crossing which we identified by our test as being a crossing by S of (S(tf 5 ), S(t2'5 )).
Let wand w be two binary words having same length. Then, we say that w is bigger than W, iff for each bit for which wei) = 1, we also have that w(i) = 1. Let w n designate the characteristic word of the crossing (t2' ,tf ) by R 0 S. Let W~4 designate the associated word of the crossing (t~, t'4) by R 0 S.
When, can a crossing by R 0 S of (R (S(t2' ) ),R(S(tf ))) have its associated word strictly bigger than w n • By lemma 5, this can only happen if it is a crossing by S of a crossing (Xa,Xb) by R of (R (S(t2' ) ),R(S(tf ))) and the crossing (Xa,Xb) by R must be such that for each i E 1,2, ... ,n for which wn(i) = 1 we also have that the first crossing by R during (x a , Xb) of the J-th three unite interval of (R (S(t2' ) ),R(S(tf ))) is straight. We will prove that with very high probability the only crossings by R of (R (S(t2' ) ), R(S(tf ))) which come within n 26 from the crossing (S(tt ), S(t2'5 )) and which satisfies that property is (S( tf 5 ), S(t2'5 )) itself. Thus, in this case, if within time n 26 from a crossing by S of (S(tf 5 ), S(tt )) we observe a crossing by RoS of (R (S(t;' ) ), R(S(tf )))
having associated word bigger than w n , then this must be a crossing by S of (S(t;' ),S(tf )). The same holds for (R (S(t!; ) ),R (S(t'4) )) and W~4' We can now explain how our partial reconstruction algorithm at level n work:. We take the set of all the couples of natural numbers (t a , tb) where t a < tb and such that ta, tb lie within time n 26 from a crossing which we identified as a crossing by S of (S(tf 5 ), S(t't ))and such that e n4~t a, tb and such that there exists t > t a and 8 < tb such that (t a , t) is a crossing by RoS of (R(S(t;' )), R(S(tf ))) having associated word bigger than w n and such that (8, tb) is a crossing by RoS of (R(S(t!; )), R(S(t'4 ))) having associated word bigger than W~4' Among all the couples (ta, tb) satisfying all of the above conditions, we pick one (t~, t~) which minimizes tb -tao In other words we pick two crossings at minimum distance from each other (in the sense that the distance between the ends which are furthest away from each other is minimized.) For the two crossings we require that they both be within time n 26 from a crossing which we identified as a crossing by S of (S(tt ),S(t2'5 )) and that both crossings come before time 4 en. Furthermore we require that the first crossing of the two be a crossing by R 0 S of (R(x;,) ,R(xf)) (this means that it is a crossing of either (3n,0) or (-3n,0)) and that it has associated word bigger than w n . In a similar way, we require that the second of the two crossings picked be a crossing by R 0 S of (R(x3),R(x~» which has its associated word bigger than W34' The piece of scenery which is going to be the output of the partial reconstruction algorithm at level n will the restriction of the observations~0 S to the interval comprised between the crossings which we pick. (To be more precise let us say that we take the interval between the ends t s and tewhich lie furthest away from each other of the crossings which we picked.) If everything goes correctly (which according to our above explanations should be the case with high probability), the couple (ts,t e )should be a straight crossing by S of (X2\X~). Our partial reconstruction algorithm at level n has as outcome the piece of scenery obtained by restricting the observations eoS to the space between t s and t:. (This means that the outcome of the partial reconstruction algorithm at level n is equal to the following piece of scenery: k 1-+ e(S(k)) [ts,t e ]~{O,I}.) In the case that the couple (ts,tfj) is a straight crossing by S of (x~,x~), this means that the outcome of the partial reconstruction algorithm at level n is equivalent to Wmin{x~,x4},max{x~,x4}Jand thus is equivalent to el[x~-,x~+J. Let us, at this stage define the partial reconstruction algorithm at level n in a precise way: holds: our test indicates it not be a crossing by S of (S(tr),S(t~» (by this we mean that when we compare that crossing by R 0 S with the crossing (tI, t2) our test indicates that S is on different places for the two crossings) but such that before that, the last positive crossing by R 0 S of (3n, 0) or of (-3n, 0), is such that our test indicates it to be a crossing by S of (S(t~),S(tr)). (By this we mean that when we compare that crossing by R 0 S with the crossing (tl, t2) our test indicates that S is on the same place.) Call that crossing (£'3' t:1). Let W 34 designate the word associated with the crossing (t 3 , t~) by R 0 S.
Step e)
Find the first positive crossing by R 0 S of (O,3n 5 ) or (0, -3n 5 ) which ever gets crossed first. Call it (tr 5 ,t~5).
Step f) Up to time en· find all the crossings by R 0 S of (O,3n 5 ) or (0, -3n 5 ) which our test for crossings identifies as being crossings by S of (S(tr5),S(t~5)). Let r n C [O,e n ·] be the integer random set of the points up to en· which lie within time n 25 of a crossing which our test for crossings identifies as being a crossing by S of (S(tt), S(tt».
Step g) Let {(t~i' tri)!i E I} ern x r n designate the set of all positive crossings by Ro S of (R(S(t~»,R(S(tr))) which lie within r n x r n and which have there associated word bigger then w n .
Step h) Let {(t 3j , t~j)lj E J} c r n x r n designate the set of all positive crossings by RoS of (R (S(t'3) ), R (S(t 4 ) )) which lie within r n x r n and which have there associated word bigger then W n34 • Step i) find a crossing (t2il , ti\/) in {(t 2i , tfi) Ii E I} and a crossing (taj" t 4j l) in {(t aj , t 4j )lj E J} such that t 4 j' -t 2i l is minimal under the constraints t 4 j' -t 2i , > 0. (Equivalently, find a couple (il,jl) E Ix J minimizing t 4j l -t 2i l under the constraint t 4j l -t 2i l > 0.)
Put t~to be equal to t 2i l and t~to be equal to t 4i l.
Step j) The outcome of our partial reconstruction algorithm at level n is going to be the observations e0 S restricted to the integer interval [t~, t~] . More precisely the output of the partial reconstruction algorithm at level n is equal to the piece of scenery k 1---+ e(S(k))
[t~,t6]-{0,1}.
Proof that the partial reconstruction algorithm works
In this section we are going to formally prove that the partial reconstruction algorithm at level n works with high probability. Recall that we say that the partial reconstruction algorithm at level n works when there exists an integer (random) interval In, such that [-n,n] C In c [-n 3 ,n 3 ] and such that the output of the partial reconstruction algorithm at level n is a piece of scenery equivalent to the restriction of e to In. (We denote that restriction by elr.)
Recall also that En designates the event that the reconstruction algorithm at level n works. Let Enc be the complement of En. This section is devoted to proving that 2::'=1 p(Enc) < 00. This together with lemma 4, proves then that the main result of this paper holds, Le. that one can a.s. reconstruct a scenery up to equivalence if one is only given the observations eo S. To prove that 2::'=1 p(Enc) < 00 holds, we are going to proceed as follows: We will define 7 events related to En: Ei, E'2, ..., E'7. We will show that when Ei, E'2, ..., E'7 all hold, then En also holds. In other words, Ei n E'2 n ...n E'7 c En. Then we will
show that for each Ei with i E 1,2, ...,6,7 the probability of the complement of Ei is finitely summable over n. (Ei C will designate the complement of Ei.)
This proves then that 2::'=1 p(Enc) < 00, since P(Ei C ) + P(E'2 C ) + ... + P(E'7 C )~p (Enc) . Before starting to prove that Ei n E'2 n ... n E'7 c En. Let us define the events Ei, E'2, ..., E'7. -Let Ei be the event x~+, x~-C [-n 3 , n 3 ]. Recall, that (x~+, x~+) was defined to be the first crossing after zero by R of (0, 3n) or of (0, -3n) which ever of the two comes first after zero. Furthermore, (x~-, x~-) was defined to be the last crossing before zero by R of (0,3n) or of (0, -3n) which ever of the two comes last before zero. Thus, Ei = {R([0,n 3 ]) n {-3n,3n} I-0 and
Let E'2 be the event that S visits both points -n 3 and n 3 before time n 15 , that is E'2 = {-n 3 ,n 3 E S([0,n I5 ])}. Let E; be the event that our test for crossings by R 0 S to be crossings by S of the same place, does not fail a single time for all crossings by R 0 S of (0, 3n) or (0, -3n) which have the numbers defining them smaller than n 15 • Thus E s = { For any I , k E Z and i and j E N such that n I5~I ll, Ikl, i,j our statistical test for crossings to be on the same place, will determine correctly if I = k or not, when comparing the two crossings by R 0 8 which correspond to the i-th crossing by 8 ofthe l-th crossing by R of (0,3n) or (0, -3n) and to the j-th crossing by 8 of the k-th crossing by R of (0,3n) or (0,-3n ).}
Recall, that (tf5, t 2 5 ) designates the first crossing by R 0 8 of (0,3n 5 ) or (0, -3n 5 ) which ever of the two gets crossed first by R 08. Let Ef be the event that up to time e n4 our test for crossings by R 0 8 to be crossings by 8
of the same place never makes a mistake when comparing the crossing (tf5 , t 2 5 ) to another crossing by R 08 of (0,3n 5 ) or (0, -3n 5 ) . That is, Ef = {for each crossing (t, s) by R 08 of (R(8(tf 5 )), R (8(t!t)) ) where e n4~t , S , our test recognizes correctly whether (8(t),8(s» = (8(tf\ 8(t 2 5 » or not.} Let E'5 be the event that the first crossing after°by R of (0, 3n 5 ) or of (0, -3n 5 ) happens during [O,n U ] and the last crossing before°by R of (0,3n 5 ) or of (0,-3n 5 ) during (x a , xb) is not straight.} Let E¥ designate the event that before time e n4 , 8 crosses (-n 3 , n 3 ) in both directions in a straight way within time n 25 from a crossing by 8 of (Xf5 , X2 5 ).
That is E¥ = {there exists (Sa,t a ), (Sb,tb), (Se,t e ) such that Sa < t a < Sb < tb < Se < t e~e n4
, I t a -tel~n 25 and such that (Sa, tal is a crossing by 8 of (8(tf\ 8(t 2 5 » whilst (Sb, tb) is a straight crossing by 8 of (_n 3 , n 3 ) and (Se, t e ) is a straight crossing by 8 of( n 3 , _n 3 ) . } We are now ready to start our proofs:
Proof that Ei n E 2 n ...n E'6 n E¥ c En. Let us recall once more, that (x~+, X~+) was defined to be the fist crossing after zero by R of (0,3n) or of (0, -3n) which ever of the two gets crossed first after zero. In a similar way, (x~-,x~-) was defined to be the last crossing before zero by R of (0,3n) or of (0, -3n) which ever ofthe two comes last before zero. (xf, X2) was defined to be the one ofthe two crossings (x~-,x~-) and (x~+,x~+) , then the first time after time t that S will cross a crossing by R of (0,3n) or of (0, -3n) (and that we will thus observe a crossing by R 0 S of (0, 3n) or of (0, -3n)), S will cross either (xf-, x~-) or (x~+, x~+). So, by lemma 5, this means that if at a time t, S is between x~and x~+, then the first time after time t, that we observe a crossing by R 0 S of (0,3n) or of (0, -3n), this must be a crossing by S of either (x~-, x~-) or (xf+, x~+).
Recall that (t3', t:;) designates the first crossing by S of (x3' , x:;). Now, (t3', t:;) can be characterized as follows: let (s,t) be the first positive crossing by S of (x~,xi) such that the first crossing by R 0 S of (0,3n) or of (0,-3n) after t is not a crossing by S of (xi, x~). Then, (t3', t:;) is the first crossing by R 0 S of (0,3n) or of (0, -3n) after t. When our algorithm searches for (t3',t:;) and constructs the estimate (£3', £:;) for (t3', t:;), it uses the above characterization of (tg,t:;) in conjunction with our test for crossings by R 0 S to be crossings by S of the same place. Thus, if up to time t:; our test for crossings by R 0 S of (0,3n) and of (0, -3n) to be crossings by S on the same place, never makes a mistake, then our algorithm is able to identify (t3', t:;) correctly. In this case (t3',t:;) = (£3',£:;). Now, when Ef and E;both hold, then n 15 ;::: t:;. But when E; holds, our test for crossings by R 0 S of (0,3n) and of (0, -3n) to be crossings by S on the same place makes no mistake up to time n 15 • (As a matter of fact until time n15, S will never get further then the crossings number :!:n 15 by R of (0,3n) and of (0, -3n). Furthermore, during time n 15 , S will at most cross any crossing n 15 times.) Thus, when Ef, E;and E; all hold, we get that (t3',t:;) = (£3',£:;). When E'5 holds, then n l l ;::: IS(ti 5 )1, IS(t~5)1. Now, n 26 ;::: n l l + n 25 , (at least for n big enough which we will assume here). Thus, whenever S at a time t is within time n 25 from a crossing by S of (S(tt), S(ti 5 )), then when E'5 holds, IS(t)l is smaller equal than n 26 • Now, when E'4 holds, we have that up to time e n \ all the crossings by S of (S(t~\S(ti5)) are correctly recognized by our test. Recall that r n was defined to be the random set of the integer points up to time e n4 which come within time n 25 of a crossing which our test identifies to be a crossing by S of (S(tt ), S(ti 5 )). Thus when both E'4 and E'5 hold, then S(r n ) c [_n 26 ,n 26 ]. However, when E'6 holds, it is not possible, during a time when S is in the interval [_n 26 , n 26 ], to observe a crossing by Ro S of (3n, 0) or of (-3n, O),with associated word bigger than w n and which is not a crossing by S of (x 2 ,xi). Thus, when E'5, E'4, E'6 all hold, then during time r n , all the crossings by R 0 S of (3n, 0) or of (-3n, O),with associated word bigger than w n must be crossings by S of (x~,xi). In a similar way, when E'5, E'4, E e all hold, then during time r n , all the crossings by R 0 S of (0,3n) or of (0, -3n),with associated word bigger than W3'4 must be crossings by S of (X3', x:;). Thus, whenever Er:, E'4, E e all hold, the set of crossings {(t 2i ,t 1i )Ii E I} c r n x r n , resp. {(t gi ,t'4i) Ii E J} c r n x r n constructed in step g ,resp. h of our partial reconstruction algorithm at level n are all crossings by S of (x~, xi), resp. of (Xg,X:n. Thus in this case, S(t~i) = x~for all i E I and S(t'4j) = x'4 for all j E J.
This implies that when E'5, E'4, E'6 all hold, then It'4j -t~il~Ix'4 -x~l. When, E'5, E'4, E'6 all hold, we would thus have that It4'j -t~il = Ix'4 -x21 iff (t~j' t'4i) is a straight crossing by S. Thus, when, E'5, E'4, E'6 all hold, if there exists two crossings (t~o.' tfo.) and (t 3b ,t 4b ) with a E I and b E J and such that (t~o.' t 4b )
is a straight crossing by S , then the pair (t~, t~) obtained in step i of the partial reconstruction algorithm at level n, would have to be a straight crossing by S of (x 2 ,x4'). But, when Ef, E'4 and E¥ all hold, then there exists two crossings (t~o., ti'o.) and (t gb ,t 4b ) with a E I and b E J , such that (t~o.' t 4b ) is a straight crossing by S. As a matter of fact, when Ef holds, then xf, x~, Xg, x'4 E [_n 3 ,n 3 ] . When, E¥ holds, then before time en" and within time n 25 after a crossing by S of (S(tf5),S(t~5)), S crosses (-n 3 ,n 3 ) in a straight way. Thus, when Ef and E¥ both hold, then, before time en" and within time n 25 after a crossing by S of (S(t~5),S(tf5)), S crosses (x~,x'4) in a straight way. When E¥ holds, then, up to time en", our test for crossings identifies correctly all the crossings by S of (S(ti'\S(tt)). Thus, when Ef, E'4 and E'7 all hold, there exists a straight crossing (s,t ) by S of (X2,X'4) lying in r n x r n . (Recall that r n is the random set of integer points constructed in step f of our partial reconstruction algorithm at level n.) When, S crosses (X2,X'4) in a straight way, then it first crosses (x;', xf) in a straight way and ends up crossing (Xg, x'4) in a straight way. Thus, if (s, t) is a straight crossing by S of (x;',x'4), then there exists So.,Sb E [min{s,t},max{s,t}] such that (s,so.) is a straight crossing by S of (x 2 ,xf) and (Sb,t) is a straight crossing by S of (Xg, x'4) . It is easy to check that a straight crossing by S of (x2' , xl') has, when seen as a crossing by R 0 S, its associated word bigger than w n • In a similar manner, a straight crossing by S of (xg,x4'), has its associated word (here we mean the binary word associated with that crossing seen as a crossing by R 0 S) bigger then the binary word Wg 4 . We already saw that when Ei, Er and Eg all hold, we get that (tg,t'4) = (£g, £'4). This means, that when Ei, Er and Eg all hold then the binary word W34' constructed in step d of our partial reconstruction algorithm at level n, is equal to the binary word of the crossing (tg,t'4) by RoS. Thus, when Ef,Er, E;, E'4, and E'7 all hold then there exist a straight crossing (s, t ) by S of (x2' ,x'4) lying in r n x r n . and such that there exists a E I and b E J such that t2'o. = s and t 4b = t (Le. the straight crossing (s,t ) "begins" with a crossing by R 0 S of (x2,xf) which has its associated word bigger then w n and "ends" with a crossing by R 0 S of (xg, x4') which has its associated word bigger then Wg 4.) This then finishes to prove that when Ef, Er ,E;, E'4, E'5, E'6 and E¥ all hold, the pair (t~, t~) obtained in step i of the partial reconstruction algorithm at level n, is a straight crossing by S of (x2', x'4) . Thus 
Proof that the probability of Ei c is finitely summable over n. x~+ is equal to the first passage after zero of R at {-3n, 3n}. We know that for a simple random walk starting at the origin, the probability that from°u p to time k, R does not hit on {-3n,3n} is bounded above by e-k1k /(n 2 >, where k 1 is a strictly positive constant not depending on k or n. Thus the probability that x~+~n 3 is smaller, than e-k1n . In a similar way, one can show that P(-n 3~x~-)~e-k1n . Thus, P(Ei C ) is smaller than 2e-k1n . Thus, L:::l P(Ei C ) < 00.
Proof that the probability of E-;c is finitely summable over n. Let us introduce a sequence of increasing stopping times in the following way. Let us stop the random walk S when it first visits -1, then when it first visits -2, and let us go on like this, until the random walk S first reaches _n 3 • From there on let us wait until the random walks comes back to -n 3 +1, then to -n 3 +2,and so on until the random walk S reaches +n 3 • In other words, we define the stopping times 1'(1) for each 1E 1,2, ...,3 n 3 , in the following way: for 1E 1,2, ..., n 3 , let 1'(l) be the first passage of S at -I. For 1E n 3 + 1, n 3 + 2, ... , 3 n 3 , let 1'(1) be the first passage of S at -n 3 + 1after time 1'(n 3 ). For 1= 0, let 1'(0) = 0. Then by symmetry and the strong Markov property of the random walk we get that the times between our stopping times are Li.d.,i.e. the collection 1'(1) -1'(1-1) , where 1E 1,2, ... , 3 n 3 is Li.d. Obviously, when n 15~1 '(3 n 3 ), then E-; holds. Thus, P (1'(3 n 3 ) (E-;C) . It is a well known fact that the expectation of X(I)l/3 is finite and thus we get that the expression on the left side ofthe last inequality is finitely summable over n. Thus L::=1 P(E-;C) < 00.
Proof that the probability of EsC is finitely summable over n. By lemma 6, the probability of our test to make a mistake, when comparing the i-th crossing by S of the I-th crossing by R of (0,3n) or (0, -3n) with the j-th crossing by S of the k-th crossing by R of (03, n) or (0, -3n) is smaller than e-cn , where c is a positive constant not depending on n. There are at most 4n 60 quadruples (i,j,k,l) such that 1 , k E Z ; i ,j EN and n 15~I II, Ikl, i,j.· Thus, 4n 60 e-cn~P (EsC). Obviously, the expression on the right side of the previous equation is finitely summable over n, and thus L::=1 P(E 3 C ) < 00.
Proof that the probability of Er c is finitely summable over n.
Within time e n4 the random walk S can at most cross e n4 crossings by R of (0,3n 5 ) or (0, -3n 5 ). Furthermore, up to time e n4 the random walk S can cross any crossing at most e n4 times. Thus, for E'4 c to hold it is enough to ask that our test does not make a mistake whenever it compares the i-th crossing by S of the l-th crossing by R of (0, 3n 5 ) or (0, -3n 5 ) with the j-th crossing by S of the k-th crossing by R of (0, 3n 5 ) or (0, -3n 5 ), where l , k E Z ; i , j E N and e n4~I ll, Ikl, i,j . Furthermore, by lemma 6, the probability of our test to make a mistake, when comparing the i-th crossing by S of the l-th crossing by R of (0,3n 5 ) or (0, -3n 5 ) with the j-th crossing by S of the k-th crossing by R of (0,3n 5 ) or (0, -3n 5 ) is smaller than e-cn5 • There are at most 4e 4n4 quadruples (i,j,k, l) such that I , k E Z ; i , j E N and e n4~I ll, Ikl, i,j .
Thus,4e 4n4 x e-cn5~P (E'4 C ) . Obviously, the expression on the left side of the previous equation is finitely summable over n, and thus :E:=l P(E'4 C ) < 00.
Proof that the probability of E'gc is finitely summable over n. We know that for a simple random walk starting at the origin, the probability that from 0 up to time k, R does not hit on {-3n 5 , 3n 5 } is bounded above by e-klk/(nlO), where k 1 is a strictly positive constant not depending on k or n. Thus, the probability that the random walk R, between time zero and time n l l does not hit on {-3n 5 ,3n 5 } is smaller, than e-k1n • Thus, e-k1nP ( R([O,n ll ]) n {-3n 5 ,3n 5 } = 0). By symmetry, one can show that e-k1nP (R([-nll,O]) n {-3n 5 ,3n 5 } = 0). Thus, 2e-k1n~P (EgC). From this it follows that :E:'l P(EgC) < 00.
Proof that the probability of E 6 c is finitely summable over n. The bits of w n and W~4 are not Li.d. As a matter offact, S chooses among (xf+, x~+) and (xf-, x~-) the one it crosses firsts, to decide which one of the two will be equal to (X~,X2) and which one will be equal to (x~,x::). So we will have to work with (xf+,x~+) and (xf-,x~-) directly. Let w n + be the binary word associated with the crossing (tf+, t~+) by R 0 S. (Here, (tf+, t~+) denotes the first crossing by S of (xf+, x~+).) Let w nbe the binary word associated with the crossing (tf-, t~-) by R 0 S. (Here, (tf-, t;-) denotes the first crossing by S of (xf+,x~+).) We can now find an upper bound for the probability of the event E 6 c by using w n + and w n -. As a matter of fact, E 6 c holds when in the interval [_n 26 , n 26 ] the only crossing by R of (0, 3n) or (0, -3n) having associated characteristic word bigger than w n + is (xf+, x;+) and the only crossing by straight is equals to~. Thus, P(wn+(i) = 1) = (~)2. Using this and the above mentioned independence leads for a fix i to P( the first crossing by R of the i-th three unit interval of (R(x a ), R(x b )) during (x a , x b ) is straight if wn+(i) = 1) = (~)3 + 1~=~~< 1. Thus, the probability that the binary word associated with the crossing (Xa,Xb) by R is bigger than w n + is equal to (~~)n. Now, there are at most n 26 crossings (xa,x b ) by R of (0,3n) or (0, -3n) different from (x~+, x~+) and such that X a , Xb E [_n 26 ,n 26 ]. (To see this note that the different crossings considered here have their intervals mutually disjoint.) Thus the probability that there exists a crossing (xa,x b ) by R of (0, 3n) or (0, -3n) having associated binary word bigger then w n +, but different from (x~+,x~+) and such that xa,x b E [_n 26 ,n 26 ] is smaller than n 26 x (~~)n. The same inequality holds for w nand (x~-,x~-). This implies that 2n 26 x (~~)n~P(E 6 C). Since the expression on the left side of the previous inequality is finitely summable over n, we get that L:'=l P(E 6 C) < 00.
Proof that the probability of Efc is finitely summable over n. Let X2 be a non random number, such that nil~IX21. Then the distance between X2 and the integer point n 3 is smaller than~n12. (At least for n big enough, which we will assume here.) Thus, the probability that the random walk S hits on the point n 3 between time t and t + n 25 , given that at time t, S is at X2,( Le. S(t) = X2), is bigger than a constant p. (Where p does not depend on n or X2 as long as n l l~I X21). The probability that the random walk S crosses (-n 3 , n 3 ) in both directions in a straight way within time 4n 3 right after time t, given that S(t) = n 3 , is equal to (~)4n3Thus the probability, that S crosses (-n 3 , n 3 ) in both directions in a straight way within time n 25 from a time t, such that S(t) = X2 where n l l~I X21 is bigger than p(~)4n3.
Let VI, 1I2, ..,vi,....be the sequence of stopping times defined inductively on i, in the following war Let VI be the time that for the first time S ends its first crossing of (xr , X2\ Thus, VI = t 2 5 • For a crossing (s, t), we call maxis, t} the right end of the crossing (s, t). Let Vi+! be the right end of the first positive crossing by S of (xt, X 2 5 ) after time Vi + n 25 . (I.e. we ask that there exists t < Vi such that (t, Vi) is the first positive crossing by S of (Xr\X2 5 ) such that t,Vi E [Vi + n 25 ,00[.) Let Yll Y2, ...,Yi, ... designate the collection of Bernoulli variables defined in the following way: Yi is equal to one iff the random walk S within time n 25 after Vi crosses (-n 3 , n 3 ) in both directions in a straight way. When we condition under X2 5 , then the variables Yi become LLd.. If on top of that we have that we condition under X2 5 = X2, where X2 is an integer number which is smaller in absolute value then nil, then we get that the Yi's have parameter bigger than p X (~)4n3. Let now Ef1 be the event that for i=1,2,... up to e n4 / 10 we have that there exists at least one i E 1,2, ..., e n4 / 10 such that Yi = 1. Let Ef{designate the complement of Ef1 Then, we get that given that n l l~I xt I, we have that the event Ef1 c , has probability less then .exp (ln((l -p . exp(-4n 3 1n2) ) . exp(n 4 /10))) which is smaller than exp(-p. exp(-4n 3 1n2) . exp(n 4 /10)). Roughly speaking, the previous formula behaves like exp(_e n4 /10), and thus is finitely summable over n. This implies, that exp(-p' exp(-4n 3 1n2» . exp(n 4 /10» + p(X2'5 > n l l )P (E¥f). However, P(E'SC)~p(X2'5 > n l l ). We already proved that P(Eg-C)
is finitely summable over n, and thus P(E¥f) is finitely summable over n too. Let E¥2 designate the event that Vi~e n4 for all i E 1,2, ..., e n4 /10.
Then,
E¥l n E¥2 C E'7. Thus, P(E¥C)~p(E¥n + P(E¥2). Since we already proved that P(E¥f) is finitely summable over n, we only need to prove that P(E'72) is also finitely summable over n and this will then imply that P(E¥C) is finitely summable over n. Let E¥3 be the event that there are more than n 25 . e n4 / 10 positive crossing by S of (Xt,X2 5 ) up to time e n4 •
Obviously, E'73 C E¥2 and. thus P(E'72)~P(E'73)' So if we could prove that P(E'7:f} is finitely summable 1 5 5 over n we would be done. When Egholds, we get that n 1~Ixi 1,lx2' I.
Thus, for the same reasons as in the proof of E:=l P(E 2 C ) < 00, we get that P(X(l) + X(2) + ... + X(5· n l l . n 25 . e n4 / 1O )~e n4 )~P(E'73IEg-).
Here, as before, the X(i) 's are LLd. such that X(l) has the same distribution than the first passage time of the random walk {S(k)h~o at 1. (Recall that {S(k)h~o starts at zero.) Using the same trick as in the proof of E:=l P(E 2 C) < 00, we get that P(X(l) + X(2) + ... + X(5· n l l • n 25 . e n4 / 10 )~e n4 ) is smaller than P(X(1)l/3 + X(2)1/3 + ... + X(5. n l l . n 25 . e n4 / 10 )1/3~e n4 / 3 ). Thus, by Tchebycheff, we get E[X(1)1/3] .5. n l l . n 25 . e n4 / 10 . e-n4~P (E'73IEg-). Since, E[X(1)1/3] is finite, the expression on the left side of the last inequality is finitely summable over n. However, E¥3 C (E73' nEg-) u Eg-c, which implies that P(E73' nEg-) + P(Eg-C)~P(E¥3)' But, P(E'73 c IEg-)~P(E'73 nEg-) and thus P(E'73IEg-) + P(Eg-C)~P(E'7:f}. Both of the terms in the sum on the right side of the last inequality have been proven to be finitely summable over n, and thus P(E'7:f} is also finitely summable over n. This achieves to prove that E:=l P(E'7 C ) < 00.
